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The paper presents a qualitative analysis of an array of diffusively coupled identical continuous time
dynamical systems. The effects of full, partial, antiphase, and in-phase–antiphase chaotic synchronizations are
investigated via the linear invariant manifolds of the corresponding differential equations. The existence of
various invariant manifolds, a self-similar behavior, and a hierarchy and embedding of the manifolds of the
coupled system are discovered. Sufficient conditions for the stability of the invariant manifolds are obtained via
the method of Lyapunov functions. Conditions under which full global synchronization cannot be achieved
even for the largest coupling constant are defined. The general rigorous results are illustrated through examples
of coupled Lorenz-like and Ro¨ssler systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering works by Fujisaka and Yamada@1#,
Afraimovich et al. @2#, and Pecora and Carroll@3#, synchro-
nization of chaotic systems has attracted a rapidly grow
interest in theoretical physics and other fields of scie
@1–26#. Related to weak attractors and complicated basin
attraction, the concept of chaotic synchronization is n
considered one of the basic concepts in the theory of cou
dynamical systems.

The phenomenon of chaotic synchronization has m
different applications, e.g., in engineering where it is stud
as a tool for transmitting information by using chaotic s
nals@3,15,27#. Numerous studies of the dynamics of coupl
chaotic systems have found different types of synchron
tion phenomena, including the most interesting cases of
and partial synchronization~or clustering@19,21–23#!, gen-
eralized @12,13#, lag @30#, and phase synchronization
@28,29#, riddled basins of attraction@31#, attractor bubbling
@32#, andon-off intermittency@33#.

In arrays of coupled identical systems the main types
synchronized regimes arefull andpartial (cluster)synchro-
nization. Infull chaotic synchronization@1–7#, all oscillators
of the array acquire identical chaotic behaviors even tho
their initial conditions are different.Partial synchronization
@20–24# is observed where only some oscillators synchron
and others do not. Oscillators with identical temporal dyna
ics form a cluster.

Analytical studies of full and partial synchronization
large ensembles of coupled systems meet some probl
due essentially to the multidimensional phase space of
coupled system. Therefore, phenomena of cluster synchr
zation in coupled chaotic continuous time systems are u
ally investigated through numerical analysis@22#.

Until recently most studies of cluster synchronizati
were concerned with coupled map lattices@14,19–21,24# or
systems of globally coupled maps@19,23#, but the interest
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~5!/6332~14!/$15.00
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has now shifted toward the analysis of coupled continu
time systems, since they have a more direct relation to
properties of real physical systems. The purpose of
present paper is to proceed with a more analytical appro
to a description of different types of partial synchronizati
of identical continuous time oscillators that are coupled in
array with simple scalar diffusive coupling~nearest neighbor
interaction!. The main problem in this study is finding dif
ferent embedded invariant linear manifolds corresponding
full, partial, and antiphase synchronization, and obtain
conditions for their stability.

In this paper we consider only identical synchronizati
dynamical regimes defined by invariant manifolds, and o
cases of generalized, phase, and lag synchronization us
arising in the presence of a parameter mismatch between
oscillators. In addition to full and partial identical synchr
nization, we studyantiphaseand in-phase–antiphasesyn-
chronization of identical coupled dynamical systems defin
by the existence of stablelinear transversal invariant mani
folds. Suchantiphase synchronizationis observed in a sys
tem of two coupled oscillators where all corresponding va
ables of the two individual oscillators are equal with oppos
sign. In in-phase–antiphase synchronization, one set of the
corresponding variables is equal, whereas the other is e
with opposite signs.

In this paper we study the followingK-dimensional dy-
namical system, that is composed of diffusively coupled
cillators.

ẋi5P~xi ,yi !1«~xi 1122xi1xi 21!,
~1.1!

ẏi5Q~xi ,yi !, i 51,2, . . . ,N,

with zero flux (x0[x1 , xN[xN11) or periodic (x0[xN ,
xN11[x1) boundary conditions. In system~1.1!, xiPR1 is a
scalar variable, andyiPRm21 a vector. P:Rm→R1 and
Q:Rm→Rm21 are continuous and smooth scalar and vec
functions, respectively,«.0 is a coupling parameter,K
6332 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5Nm is the dimension of the coupled oscillator system, a
m is the dimension of the subsystem.

Denoting the vectors Ui5(xi ,yi) and G(Ui)
5„P(xi ,yi),Q(xi ,yi)…, we introduce the single subsystem
vector form:

U̇5G~U !, UPRm. ~1.2!

System~1.1! represents an array of nonlinear multidime
sional systems of differential equations with the simpl
scalar version of diffusive coupling. The phenomena of f
and partial synchronization of diffusively coupled oscillato
is intimately related to invariant manifolds of system~1.1!.
We will discover the existence of various embedded lin
manifolds related to partial synchronization in in-phase,
tiphase, and in-phase–antiphase modes. Depending in a
sential way on the number of oscillatorsN and on the bound-
ary conditions, these manifolds have an ordering t
generates a specific hierarchy of synchronous and antip
oscillations.

We determine the dimension and stability of the partia
synchronized states and discuss their order of appear
~stabilization! with increasing coupling. Also, we obtai
some conditions under which full global synchronization
diffusively coupled oscillators is impossible even for t
largest coupling constant~hereafter we use the termglobal
synchronization for full synchronization arising fromall ini-
tial conditions!. We consider two separate cases of stabi
conditions:~1! when detQy8Þ0 for all xPR1 andyPRm21,
and there exists implicit functionsy5q(x), andQ„x,q(x)…
[0; and ~2! when detQy8 changes sign atx5x0 , and the
functiony5q(x) has a singularity atx0 . In the first case we
determine sufficient conditions for system~1.1! to be glo-
bally synchronized and to have globally stable invaria
manifolds. In the second case we state that the singularit
the functionsy5q(x) leads to the lack of full global syn
chronization even for the largest coupling parameter«. Note
that this property is related to an active medium which
represented by the single system~1.2! having, for example,
in the simplest casem52, a Van der Pol termQ(x,y)
5Q(x,0)2a(x221)y with a characteristic threshold valu
for x.

We illustrate our analytical results through examples
arrays of coupled Lorenz-like systems and of coup
Rössler systems, and finally we discuss the extension of
results to two- and three- dimensional lattices of coup
oscillators and to coupled map lattices with linear and n
linear symmetrical coupling.

II. LINEAR INVARIANT MANIFOLDS
AND PARTIAL SYNCHRONIZATION

First we recall the definition of an invariant manifold for
general system of ordinary differential equations~ODE’s!

ẋ5X~x!, xPRN, X:RN→RN. ~2.1!

Consider a vector equationH(x)50, H5(h1 ,h2 ,...,hp), p
,N, generating a manifoldM of codimensionp, dimM
5N2p.

Definition 1. Manifold M is an invariant manifold of Eq.
~2.1! if
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~gradH•X!uH50[0, ~2.2!

implying that the vector field~2.1! is tangent toM.
In the phase spaceRK of system~1.1! we consider linear

manifoldsMN,d ,

MN,d5$Ci
TU50, i 51,2, . . . ,p%, ~2.3!

where (ci1 ,ci2 , . . . ,cim)T, i 51,2, . . . ,p are constant vec-
tors, and T denotes transposition. Obviously, dimMN,d
5d•m, whered5N2p.

A. Existence of invariant manifolds

System~1.1! has an invariant manifoldMN,15$U15U2
5¯5UN% which is known as the ‘‘diagonal.’’ Full local
synchronization takes place ifMN,1 is stable in the sense o
Lyapunov, and full global synchronization takes place
MN,1 is globally asymptotically stable. Dynamics inMN,1 is
generated by the single system~1.2! for each cell of the
array. Hence, if the single system has a strange attractor
chaotic synchronization arises.

Below we study the existence of invariant manifoldsMN,d
with d.1, whered5dimMN,d /m represents the number o
constrained variablesxj in MN,d , or in other words,d is the
number of clusters of synchronized elements of an array c
taining N coupled oscillators.

Definition 2. Let an invariant manifoldMN,d be globally
asymptotically stable, and let the diagonalMN,1 be unstable.
Then the flow inMN,d defines partial synchronization of d
mension<d. We also consider the complementary numb
p5N2d characterizing the penetration of partial synchro
zation ~hereafter, the penetration!.

Theorem 1. Let system~1.1! have either zero flux or pe
riodic boundary conditions. Then the following hold.

~1! For odd N52n11, system~1.1! has an invariant
manifold MN,n115$U2n115U1 ,U2n5U2 , . . . ,Un13
5Un21 ,Un125Un%. Dynamics inMN,n11 is defined by the
asymmetric systems

ẋ15P~x1 ,y1!1«~x22x1!,

ẏ15Q~x1 ,y1!,

ẋ j5P~xj ,yj !1«~xj 1122xj1xj 21!,
~2.4!

ẏ j5Q~xj ,yj !, j 52,3, . . . ,n,

ẋn115P~xn11 ,yn11!12«~xn2xn11!,

ẏn115Q~xn11 ,yn11!.

~2! For evenN52n system~1.1! has an invariant mani-
fold MN,n5$Un115Un ,5Un125Un21 , . . . ,U2n21
5U2 ,U2n5U1%. Dynamics inMN,n is defined by system
~1.1! for N5n, with zero-flux boundary conditions:U0
[U1 andUn11[Un .

Proof. The assertions follow in a straightforward mann
from condition~2.2!, which is fulfilled both forMN,n11 and
MN,n with respect to system~1.1!. Equations~2.4! and the
equations for the second case are obtained by subtractin
equations of the manifolds in system~1.1!.
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We say that the vectors in the manifoldsMN,n11 and
MN,n have a central~‘‘mirror’’ ! symmetry with respect to the
middle of the array. In the case of oddN5(2n11), the
dynamics inMN,n11 defines a spatiotemporal regime und
which the elements of the chain are synchronized in p
relative to the middle (n11)th element, i.e., the first oscil
lator is synchronized with the last one, the second oscilla
is synchronized with the next to the last oscillator, and
forth. The middle (n11)th oscillator remains unsynchro
nized. For the case of evenN52n all elements are synchro
nized in pairs symmetrically to the imaginary middle of t
chain.

Corollary 1.1. In the case of periodic boundary condition
~BC’s! for N52n11 ~respectively,N52n), each element
of the chain may be considered as the first one and, du
theorem 1, the system~1.1! has 2n(2n21) other invariant
manifolds.

Next, we introduce a particular property of system~1.1!
with periodic BC’s for evenN52n.

Proposition 1. With periodic BC’s and evenN52n, sys-
tem ~1.1! has an invariant manifold MN,25$U2 j 21
5U1 ,U2 j5U2 , j 52, . . . ,n% with system~1.1! for N52 and
the BC’sU05U2 andU35U1 in it.

This simple assertion follows from Ref.@14#, and was
originally stated for one-dimensional coupled maps. Pro
sition 1 defines the existence of two-cluster synchroniza
of coupled oscillators in a ring. Note that the two last ass
tions may be applied to the study of travelling waves via
space shift. Let us consider the existence of other linear
variant manifolds of the general system~1.1! for zero-flux
BC’s and a factorizable number of elements.

Theorem 2. Let the number of elementsN5p•q, wherep
andq are arbitrary integers. Then system~1.1! has the invari-
ant manifold M pq,q5$Ui5Ui 12q j , j 51,2, . . . ,Int@(p
21)/2# and Ui5U2 i 1112q j , j 51,2, . . . ,Int(p/2), i
51,2, . . . ,q%, where Int(j) is the integer part ofj.

Proof. Similar to that of theorem 1.
Corollary 2.1. For the same numberN written in the re-

verse orderN5q•p, we obtain the similar manifoldM pq,p ,
and the chain is decomposed intop or q equal subchains an
each subchain is identical. Then, within these subspa
theorem 1 can be applied, and thus smaller subspaces
obtained.

Note that for N52n•q the vectors in the manifold
MN,q have the central symmetry, and differently forN
5(2n11)•q the vectors in the manifoldMN,q have no cen-
tral symmetry and are related to analternating symmetry.
Now, as examples, we list the important manifolds forN
52, 3, 5, and 6 in the case of zero-flux BC’s.

Example 1. For N52, system~1.1! has a unique invarian
manifold M2,1 with the single system~1.2! in it.

Example 2. Let N53. Due to theorem 1 there exists th
invariant manifoldM3,25$U35U1% with the following sys-
tem in it:

ẋ15P~x1 ,y1!1«~x22x1!, ẏ15Q~x1 ,y1!,
~2.5!

ẋ25P~x2 ,y2!12«~x12x2!, ẏ25Q~x2 ,y2!.

Obviously, this asymmetrical system has no other linear
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variant manifolds besides the diagonalM3,1. The manifold
M3,2 defines synchronization between the first and third
cillators.

Example 3. For N55, system~1.1! has the invariant
manifold M5,35$U55U1 ,U45U2%, which has the forms

ẋ15P~x1 ,y1!1«~x22x1!, ẏ15Q~x1 ,y1!,

ẋ25P~x2 ,y2!1«~x322x21x1!, ẏ25Q~x2 ,y2!,
~2.6!

ẋ35P~x3 ,y3!12«~x22x3!, ẏ35Q~x3 ,y3!.

It is easy to verify by exhaustive search that system~2.6! has
no linear invariant manifolds besidesM5,1.

Example 4. Let N56. Due to theorem 1 system~1.1! has
the invariant manifoldM6,35$U15U6 ,U25U5 ,U35U4%.
Due to theorem 2 there also exist two invariant manifo
M6,2

c 5$U15U35U45U6 ,U25U5% and M6,2
a 5$U15U4

5U5 ,U25U35U6%. Note that the vectors in manifoldM6,2
c

have the central symmetry, and in manifoldM6,2
a they define

the alternating symmetry.
The significant feature of theorems 1 and 2 is the rec

rence due to the self-similarity of invariant manifold dynam
ics as well as the permutation of cofactors ofN in theorem 2.
Thus we may generate sequences of embedded manifol

B. Embedding of manifolds and hierarchy of dimension
of partial synchronization

First we consider the case whereN is a prime number, and
zero-flux BC’s are applied. Due to theorem 1 system~1.1!, in
addition to MN,1 , has the asymmetrical invariant manifo
M2n11,n11 . Example 3 shows that forN55 there are no
other linear manifolds, and exhaustive search shows that
tem ~1.1! for N57 has only two invariant manifoldsM7,1
andM7,4.

We conjecture that for prime~non-factorizable! N52n
11 we have only the embedding

M2n11,1,M2n11,n11,RK, ~2.7!

and the penetration ordering 0→n→2n has two large gaps
Thus we surmise that in this case there may exist only
spatiotemporal dynamical regimes of identical in-phase s
chronization: regimes of full synchronization and of part
synchronization with (n11) clusters.

For the case ofN composed of two prime numbers,N
5(2n11)(2m11), we conjecture by reference to theorem
1 and 2 that instead of the embedding@Eq. ~2.7!# we have
only an embedding such that the dimension of partial s
chronization has a hierarchy

~2.8!

and the penetration ordering has three large gaps.
Consider now the case of evenN5(2n11)2k, n>0, k

.0. First we present the existence of invariant manifolds
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the extreme case ofN52k(n50). Due to Theorem 1 the
system defining the dynamics inMN,n coincides with the
initial system~1.1! under the changeN→N/2. Hence, system
~1.1! has completeself-similarityand its invariant manifolds
M2k,dj

, wheredj52 j , j 50,1,2, . . . ,k21 are embedded as

M2k,1,M2k,2,M2k,22,...,M2k,2k21,RK, ~2.9!

and for partial synchronization we have the dimension d
bling hierarchy

N52k→2k21→...→22→2→1. ~2.10!

Written in the opposite direction, the penetrationpj 152k(1
222 j 1) also has increasing ordering.

In the caseN5(2n11)2k, n.0, k.0, due to theorems 1
and 2 we obtain an embedding such that the dimensio
partial synchronization has the following ordering:

~2.11!

Here the first path via the prime (2n11) corresponds to the
central symmetry as determined by theorem 1, and the
ond path through ‘‘2’’ is defined by the second alternati
symmetry via theorem 2. For composed 2n11, embedding
~2.11! is continued.

Let N5rpk, wherep is a prime number andr is an arbi-
trary integer. Applying theorem 2 recurrently withN taking
the valueq1p, whereq15rpk21, q2p, q25rpk22,...,qj p,
qj5rpk2 j , andqk5r , we obtain an embedding of the man
folds with alternating symmetry whose dimension of part
synchronization has the following ordering:

rpk→rpk21→rpk22→¯→r . ~2.12!

For r 51 this ordering is similar to Eq.~2.10! for any prime
number p53,5,7, . . . . Finally in the general caseN
5p1

k1
•p2

k2
•¯•pl

kl, wherepj are prime numbers, theorem
is similarly applied whenp is taken for any cofactor ofN.

C. Transversal manifolds: antiphase and in-phase–antiphase
chaotic oscillations

We define antiphase synchronized chaotic oscillations
two coupled subsystems of system~1.1! with odd symmetry
@with the odd functionsP(xi ,yi) andQ(xi ,yi)# as a chaotic
attractor lying in the invariant manifoldM̄2,15$U152U2%
~here the ‘‘bar’’ denotes a manifold transversal toM2,1). We
emphasize that the property of system~1.1! with odd
P(xi ,yi) and Q(xi ,yi) to be invariant under the involution
(x,y)→(2x,2y) allows the system to have a manifo
transversal to the manifoldMN,1 . As examples of such sys
tems we can mention, for the case of differential equatio
Chua’s circuit@26#, and for mappings, the standard map@34#.
-

of

c-
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f
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If system ~1.1! possesses another type of symmetry~for
example, an axial one! then in-phase–antiphasesynchroni-
zation may be observed. In terms of invariant manifolds c
otic in-phase–antiphase synchronization of two coupled
cillators may be determined as a chaotic attractor lying in
invariant manifold A5$x152x2 ,y1

(1)52y2
(1) ,y1

(2)

52y2
(2) ,...,y1

( i )52y2
( i ) ,y1

( i 11)5y2
( i 11) ,...,y1

(m21)

5y2
(m21)%, where (xj ,yj

(1) ,...,yj
(m21)), j 51,2 is the vector

of variables of each individual oscillator.
Existence of the manifoldA and hence of a dynamica

regime is possible only in the case when the fun
tions P(xi ,yi) and Q(xi ,yi) are invariant under the
change (x,y(1),...,y( i ),y( i 11),...,y(m21))→(2x,2y(1),...,
2y( i ),y( i 11),...,y(m21)). Chaotic in-phase–antiphase sy
chronization may take place in the case of coupled Lor
systems since the Lorenz system has an axial symmetry
Sec. V, example A, we will give an example of two couple
Lorenz-like systems which demonstrate in-phase–antiph
synchronized oscillations.

Theorem 3~existence of antiphase synchronized oscil
tions!. Let system~1.1! with zero-flux BC’s U05U1 , and
UN5UN11 have the odd functionG(U).

(1) For an even numberN52n the system has an invari
ant manifold M̄2n,n5$U2n52U1 ,U2n2152U2 ,...,Un11
52Un% transversal to the manifoldMN,n , such that the dy-
namics in it is defined by system~1.1! for i 51,2, . . . ,n,
with the BC’sU05U1 andUn1152Un .

(2) For an odd numberN52n11 the system has an in
variant manifold M̄2n11,n5$Un11[0,U2n1152U1 ,U2n
52U2 ,...,Un1252Un% transversal to the manifold
MN,n11 , such that the dynamics in it is defined by syste
~1.1! for i 51,2, . . . ,n, with the BC’s U05U1 and Un11
[0.

Proof. Theorem 3 follows from conditions~2.2! valid for
Eq. ~1.1!. The lastn equations in Eq.~1.1! for both even and
odd numbersN become the firstn equations after the chang
of both variables and sign.

The dynamics in the manifoldM̄N,n defines a spatiotem
poral regime where each pair of oscillators which are sy
metrical with respect to the middle of the chain is antipha
synchronized.

Example 5. Let N54. Then the dynamics of the manifol
M̄4,25$U452U1 ,U352U2% is defined by the system

ẋ15P~x1 ,y1!1«~x22x1!,

ẏ15Q~x1 ,y1!,
~2.13!

ẋ25P~x2 ,y2!1«~x123x2!,

ẏ25Q~x2 ,y2!.

Example 6. Let N55. Then the dynamics of the manifol
M̄5,25$U350,U552U1 ,U452U2% is defined by system
~2.13! with the term (x123x2) changed to (x122x2) in the
third equation.

Remark. It is obvious that the transversal manifoldsM̄N,d
accompany each embedded manifoldMN,d when the system
in MN,d is similar to Eq.~1.1!.
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III. GLOBAL STABILITY OF INVARIANT MANIFOLDS

Assuming that detQy8Þ0, xPR1, andyPRm21, we con-
sider the global asymptotic stability of the invariant manifo
MN,15$UN5UN215¯5U1%, corresponding to full globa
synchronization of system~1.1!. Using the notation

Xi5xi2xi 11 , Yi5yi2yi 11 ,

we derive the variational equations

Ẋi5Px8~U11!•Xi1„Py8~U12!…
T
•Yi1«~Xi 1122Xi1Xi 21!,

Ẏi5Qx8~U21!•Xi1Qy8~U22!•Yi , ~3.1!

i 51,2, . . . ,N21

with the BCX05XN50. Here, the derivativePx8 is a scalar
function ofU11, Py8 andQx8 are (m21) column vector func-
tions, Qy8 is an (m21)3(m21) Jacobi matrix, and
Uk,l(k,l 51,2) are values coming from the Lagrange mea
value theorem. These values are time dependent via the
lutions Ui(t) andUi 11(t) of Eq. ~1.1!. Note that for infini-
tesimalXi andYi system~3.1! becomes a variational system
where Ukl(k,l 51,2) are the coordinates of the manifo
MN,1 , which are driven by the single system.

We introduce the auxiliary system

Ẋ52aX1„a~ t !…TY,
~3.2!

Ẏ5c~ t !X1B~ t !Y,

where a5const.0, a(t)5Py8„U12(t)…, c(t)5Qx8„U21(t)…,
and B(t)5Qy8„U22(t)…. This system is identical to system
~3.1!, except thatPx8(U11) is changed to2a. Denote b
[maxUPRmPx8(U), and the value

n5
2«2~a1b!

2«
. ~3.3!

Similar to our results in previous publications@6,16#, the
next assertion holds.

Theorem 4~sufficient conditions of full global synchroni
zation!. Assume that there exists a positive definite Ly
punov function

V~X,Y!5~X21YTHY!/2, ~3.4!

with some symmetrical matrixH, such that the derivative
with respect to system~3.2! is negative definite for any func
tion a(t), c(t), or B(t) that is generated by solutions of E
~3.1!. Then for

0,n,1 and N<Int~p/arccosn!; ~3.5!

n>1 and any N.1

the manifoldMN,1 is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Consider the function

W5
1

2 (
i 51

N21

~Xi
21Yi

THYi !, ~3.6!
-
so-

-

whose time derivative along trajectories of Eq.~3.1! is nega-
tive definite if the quadratic form

Q̃5 (
i 51

N21

~2nXi
222XiXi 11!

with XN50, is positive definite, which is true under cond
tion ~3.5!.

Note, that the meaning of the parametera(.0), which
replacesPx8 that may change sign, is the minimal damping
variablex needed to make system~3.2! globally asymptoti-
cally stable.

Corollary 3.1. The sufficient conditions~3.4! and ~3.5!
make clear physical sense: in order to provide full glob
synchronization, a large coupling« is required, with an in-
creasing number of elements in the array. It is also inter
ing to note that the larger the damping necessary to stab
the auxiliary system, the larger the coupling has to be
achieve full global synchronization.

Recall that system~1.1! for N5(2n11)2k has the self-
similar embedded manifolds MN,2j 21,MN,2j , j
51,2, . . . ,k, with a dynamics inMN,2j that is of the same
form as in Eq.~1.1! but for N5(2n11)2j . Hence, due to
this self-similarity we obtain the following assertion.

Corollary 2. For N5(2n11)2j , conditions ~3.4! and
~3.5! become conditions of global stability of manifoldMN,1
within the manifoldMN,(2n11)2j .

Observe, that Eq.~3.5! is the only condition of theorem 4
related to the number of oscillatorsN. Then introducing con-
dition ~3.5! for the stability of manifold MN,1 along
MN,(2n11)2j ,

~2n11!2 j<Int~p/arccosn!, ~3.7!

we obtain an increasing sequence of bifurcation values« j ,
j 51,2, . . . ,k, corresponding to the increasing dimension
manifolds attracted byMN,1 , which thus confirms the con
clusion regarding the process of acquiring full global sy
chronization dimension with increasing parameter«. One
may observe the similar picture forN5rpk, wherep is a
prime number. The next assertion is related to the stability
the invariant manifoldsMN,d , d.1.

Theorem 5~sufficient conditions of global stability o
M2n,n , and M2n11,n11). System~3.1! with N21 replaced
by n, becomes a system of variational equations.

~a! M2n,n , with BC’s X05X1 and Xn1152Xn . Here
X15x12x2n , X25x22x2n21, . . . , Xn5xn2xn11 .

~b! M2n11,n11 , with BC’s X05X1 and Xn1150. In this
caseX15x12x2n11 , X25x22x2n, . . . , Xn5xn2xn12 .

If the conditions of theorem 4 hold forn changed ton1
5n21/2, and forN changed ton11, then the invariant
manifoldsM2n,n andM2n11,n11 are globally asymptotically
stable.

Proof. Calculation of variational equations for the consi
ered manifolds is straightforward.

The condition that the time derivative of the Lyapuno
function ~3.6! along trajectories of the system of variation
equations must be negative definite is valid when the q
dratic form
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Q̃15(
i 51

n

~2n1Xi
222XiXi 11!,

with X05Xn1150, is positive definite. That is true unde
conditions~3.5!, wheren and N take the valuesn1 and n
11 respectively. Note that the change fromn to n1 is the
result of a rough approximation of the quadratic form, w
the asymmetrical matrix by a symmetrical matrix withn1 in
the main diagonal.

Remark. Similar conditions may formally be derived fo
the transversal manifoldsM̄N,d .

We admit that the sufficient conditions of theorems 4 a
5 seem to be far from the real bifurcation values under wh
full global synchronization arises. Nevertheless, they are u
ful for a rough estimation of the range of coupling streng
for global synchronization as well as for solving the proble
of whether full global synchronization occurs with increasi
coupling or not.

We present two alternative routes of transition to full g
bal synchronization, considering, for the sake of simplici
only prime numbersN. Due to our conjecture for this cas
there exist only two embedded invariant manifoldsM2n11,1
andM2n11,n11 .

In the first scenario of transition to full global synchron
zation with increasing coupling from 0, the manifo
M2n11,n11 first becomes asymptotically stable but, lying
it, the diagonalM2n11,1 remains unstable, and partial sy
chronization with (n11) clusters arises. With further in
creased coupling, the diagonalM2n11,1 becomes stable in
sideM2n11,n11 , and hence becomes globally asymptotica
stable. All trajectories of system~1.1! lie in the basin of
M2n11,1, and global synchronization of all oscillators of th
array arises.

In the second alternative scenario, with increasing c
pling the diagonalM2n11,1 first becomes stable with respe
to the trajectories lying in the manifoldM2n11,n11 while the
manifold M2n11,n11 is still unstable with respect to the tra
jectories lying in the phase space outside of it. This impl
that under a further increase of the coupling the manifo
M2n11,n11 and M2n11,1 become globally stable simulta
neously, and full global synchronization arises right aw
Depending on initial conditions it may occur that the syst
is about to attain (n11) clusters; however, this regime o
‘‘many cluster freedom’’ decays and gradually develops
time into a single spatially homogeneous cluster defining
synchronization. Note that, within this scenario, the emb
dings of invariant manifolds for different numbersN, such
as, for example, Eq.~2.9!, are related to the ordering of th
enlargement of the basin of the diagonalM2n11,1 with in-
creasing coupling.

Now consider the question of the arrangement of equi
ria and invariant manifolds of system~1.1! via the problem
of global stability. The family of equilibria of system~1.1! is
defined by the difference equations

P~xi ,yi !1«~xi 1122xi1xi 21!50,
~3.8!

Q~xi ,yi !50, i 51,2, . . . ,N

which for a finite numberN has a finite numberl c of solu-
tions that is usually less thanl s

N , wherel s is the number of
d
h
e-
s

,

-

s
s

.

ll
-

-

equilibria of single system~1.2!. Equation~3.8! is associated
with the ‘‘spatial’’ two-dimensional@34,14# (xi ,zi[xi 21)
→(xi 11 ,zi 11), whose family of trajectories

F5$~x1 ,x1!→~x2 ,x1!→ ¯

~3.9!

→~xN ,xN21!→~xN ,xN!%

is the set of equilibria of system~1.1!, and satisfies zero-flux
boundary conditions.

For a fairly small« a subsetFM of the familyF lies in the
embedded manifolds, and its massive complementF\FM lies
in the phase spaceMN,N outside of the manifolds. With in-
creasing coupling strength the invariant manifold of the la
est dimensionMN,d1

becomes globally stable, and th

complementary part of equilibriaF\FM disappears via bifur-
cations of Eq.~3.9!.

Further increase of« ~up to the values for global stability
of the next low dimensional manifoldMN,d2

) yields the dis-

appearance of the part of equilibria settled inMN,d1
which is

the complement to equilibria inMN,d2
, and so forth. When

full global synchronization occurs, alll s
N2 l s equilibria lying

outside of the diagonalMN,1 have disappeared via bifurca
tions of map~3.9!. In this connection the following problem
arises:what is the relation between the bifurcations in whi
the equilibria of Eq. (1.1) disappear and the bifurcations
the onset of global stability of the cluster synchronizati
manifolds?Section IV demonstrates additional aspects of
complexity of this problem.

IV. IMPOSSIBILITY OF FULL GLOBAL
SYNCHRONIZATION

For a large number of examples of diffusively coupl
systems of differential equations, full global synchronizati
arises with increasing coupling, and remains up to infin
coupling strength. This typical transition occurs through
sequence of bifurcations corresponding either to a decre
of the dimension of the partial synchronization or to the e
largement of the basin of attraction for the diagonal manif
M2n11,1, i.e., via the above mentioned alternative scenar
In this section we obtain some criteria for peculiarities of
individual array oscillator, and for the place of diffusive sc
lar coupling in Eq.~1.1!, such that the latter bifurcationa
scenario is broken and full global synchronization cannot
achieved even for the largest coupling strength.

Note that a similar phenomenon was observed for a ch
of coupled Ro¨ssler systems in which the stability of the sy
chronization regime was lost with an increase of coupl
@7,10#. These desynchronization bifurcations were cal
short-wavelength bifurcations@7#.

The reason for the absence of full global synchronizat
in our criteria is the existence of equilibria outside the dia
onal MN,1 which remain for any large coupling due to pec
liarities of system~1.1!. In this case the behavior of syste
~1.1! depends essentially on whether these equilibria ar
unique limiting set or if they have some neighboring attrac
outside the diagonal. Assume that the system~1.1! has the
following properties.
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~1! EquationQ(x,y)50 has a real solution, with respe
to y, in the form of an explicit functiony5q(x):R1

→Rm21 in some intervalI 05$uxu,d0%, such thatq(x) has a
singularity atx50 because detQy8(x,y) changes sign atx
50.

~2! The function

f ~x!,2P„x,q~x!… ~4.1!

has a singularity atx50, and satisfies the conditions

lim
x→60

f ~x!57`,

f ~x!.0 for 2d0,x0,f ~x!,0 for 0,x,d0 .
~4.2!

Note that any singularity may be shifted to zero without lo
of generality.

A. Two coupled oscillators

First consider two coupled oscillators of form~1.1! under
conditions~4.2!:

ẋi5P~xi ,yi !1«~Xi 112xi !,
~4.3!

ẏi5Q~xi ,yi !, i 51,2, x35x1 .

This system has an invariant manifoldM2,15$x25x1 ,y2
5y1%, whose global asymptotic stability is equivalent to t
global synchronization of the two systems. Equilibria of E
~4.3! are the solutions of

x25x11m f ~x1!,w~x1!,
~4.4!

x15x21m f ~x2!5w21~x2!,

wherem5«21.0, andw21 is the inverse function ofw.
Lemma 1. If system ~4.3! satisfies condition~4.2! then

there exists a value«0.0 such that for«.«0 the individual
systems of Eq.~4.3! cannot be globally synchronized.

Proof. Due to Eq.~4.2! the functionx25w(x1) for small
m is close to x25x1 for x1¹(I 0 ,I 1), where I 1
5$uxu,d1(m)%, 0,d1(m),d0 , and limm→0 d1(m)50, and
w(x1) satisfies Eq.~4.2! for x1PI 1 .

Hence the functionw(x1) has two branches:w1(x).x1
for x1,0 andw2(x1),x1 for x1.0. On the other hand, th
functionx15w21(x2) in Eq. ~4.4! as the inverse function fo
w(x1) has the same properties asw(x2), symmetrical with
respect to the diagonal$x25x1%. Thus there exists am0.0
such that for m,m0(«.«0) the branchesw1(x1) and
w2

21(x2) @w2(x1) and w1
21(x2)# have an intersection at

point E1(x1
(1) ,x2

(1))¹$x15x2% @in the symmetrical point
E2(2x1

(1) ,2x2
(1)), respectively#. Hence, asE1,2 are equilib-

ria of Eqs.~4.3! outsideM2,1 ~see Fig. 1! so for «.«0 the
invariant manifoldM2,1 of system~4.3! cannot be globally
asymptotically stable.

B. Three coupled oscillators

Now consider three coupled oscillators@Eq. ~1.1!#. This
system has an invariant manifoldM3,25$x35x1 ,y35y1% on
which the dynamics is given by
s

.

ẋ15P~x1 ,y1!1«~x22x1!, ẏ15Q~x1 ,y1!,
~4.5!

ẋ25P~x2 ,y2!12«~x12x2!, ẏ25Q~x2 ,y2!.

This system again has a submanifoldM3,15$x15x2
5x3 ,y15y25y3%, M3,1,M3,2, such that if bothM3,2 and
M3,1 are globally asymptotically stable then system~1.1! for
N53 is globally synchronized.

We consider the relative stability ofM3,1 with respect to
the trajectories of~4.5! in the manifoldM3,2. Equilibria of
Eqs.~4.5! are given by the system

x25x11m f ~x1![w~x1!, x15x21m f ~x2![w~x2!,
~4.6!

wherem5«21.0 andf is defined by Eq.~4.1!.
Lemma 2. Let conditions~4.2! hold. Then there exists a

value«0.0 such that for«.«0 the invariant manifoldM3,1
cannot be absolutely stable, and system~1.1! for N53 can-
not be globally synchronized.

Proof. The functions in Eqs.~4.6! are not the inverse o
each other. Nevertheless we prove the existence of
asymmetric equilibrium pointsẼ1,2¹M3,1 in a straightfor-
ward manner as for lemma 1~see Fig. 1!, and thus obtain
assertion of the lemma.

Remark 1. In contrast toM3,1, the (23m)-dimensional
invariant manifoldM3,2 can be globally asymptotically stabl
because it contains the diagonalM3,1 and the two equilibria
E1,2, and, hence, partial synchronization is possible in
case when detQy8(0,y)50. In the following we demonstrate
this through examples of arrays of coupled Lorenz-like s
tems and of coupled Ro¨ssler systems.

C. N coupled oscillators

Theorem 6. Let conditions~4.2! hold. Then all oscillators
of the array~1.1!, for the numbersN divisible by 2 or by 3,
cannot be globally synchronized.

Proof. Recall that forN5N8•2 and N5N9•3, system
~1.1! has an invariant manifoldMN,2 which contains the
manifold MN,1 . In accordance with lemmas 1 and 2, th
diagonalMN,1 is not globally asymptotically stable inMN,2 ,
and therefore all individual subsystems of system~1.1!
can not be globally synchronized.

FIG. 1. The functionsw1(x1) andw2(x1) and the inverse func-
tions w1

21(x2) and w2
21(x2). The two points of their intersection

give thex coordinates of the equilibrium pointsE1 andE2 of sys-
tem ~1.1!.
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Remark 2. The conclusions of theorem 6 allow the dia
onal MN,1 to be locally stable, and full local synchronizatio
may arise~see Sec. VI, example B!.

Finally we note that the role of the equilibriaE1,2 in the
process of desynchronization depends on the behavior o
unstable manifoldsWu(E1,2). That is, if Wu(E1,2) are en-
tirely attracted by the diagonalMN,1 then the existence o
equilibria E1,2 may be considered as unessential for the p
cess of synchronization. A completely different situati
arises whenWu(E1,2) are attracted by both the diagonal a
by some other attractor, say, by an attracting orbit enclos
MN,1 . In this case the existence of these equilibria has di
relation to the mechanism of desynchronization.

V. EXAMPLE A

Let us illustrate the main theorems and assumptions
examples.

A. Two coupled Lorenz-like systems

We consider the following two coupled systems of diffe
ential equations:

ẋ152s~x12y1!1«~x22x1!,

ẏ15rx12~cx1
22h!y12x1z1 ,

ż152bz11x1y1 ,
~5.1!

ẋ252s~x22y2!1«~x12x2!,

ẏ25rx22~cx2
22h!y22x2z2 ,

ż252bz21x2y2 .

System ~5.1! is an example of two diffusively couple
Lorenz-like systems but with a Van der Pol–like term. A
tually, for c50 andh521 we have two coupled conven
tional Lorenz systems.

As follows from theorem 5 and, for example, from Re
@2,16#, the coupled original Lorenz systems exhibit full gl
bal chaotic synchronization with increasing coupling. T
invariant manifold M2,1:$x15x2 ,y15y2 ,z15z2% becomes
globally asymptotically stable, and attracts all trajectories
the system fort→`.

Now let us study the behavior of the coupled modifi
Lorenz system~5.1!. Coordinates of the equilibria of the sys
tem ~5.1! are defined by the system of equations

«~x22x1!5sS x12
rx1

~c11/b!x1
22hD ,

~5.2!

«~x12x2!5sS x22
rx2

~c11/b!x2
22hD ,

which can be rewritten as
its

-

g
ct

y

.

f

x25x11
s

« S x12
rx1

~c11/b!x1
22hD 5L~x1!,

~5.3!

x15x21
s

« S x22
rx2

~c11/b!x2
22hD 5L~x2!.

The solutions of Eqs.~5.3! are the period-2 cycles of th
following mapping:

x̄5L~x!5x1
s

« S x2
rx

~c11/b!x22hD .

These solutions are defined by the points of intersection
the curvesx25L(x1) andx15L(x2) on the plane (x1 ,x2). It
is obvious that they are symmetrical with respect to the
agonalx15x2 .

In contrast to the case of coupled original Lorenz syste
the second terms in Eqs.~5.3! do not vanish even with infi-
nite coupling due to a singularity of the functionL in the
points x1,256a, where a5Ah/(c11/b). According to
lemma 1, and due to the existence of the two equilibriu
points, there is no global synchronization in the system.

In Fig. 2 the curvesx25L(x1) andx15L(x2) are shown.
They have intersection points not only on the diagonal
also outside of it. The equilibriaE1 andE2 are preserved for
any value of the coupling parameter. They are saddle po

In Fig. 3 it is shown that there is no global synchroniz
tion regime with increasing coupling parameter«. Figure
3~a! presents a one-dimensional bifurcation diagram for
differencex12x2 on the changing coupling«. The difference
between the corresponding variables (x1 and x2) of the os-
cillators is plotted vertically~500 points! for each fixed« and
for fixed initial conditions (x1Þx2) at each step of« ~the
number of preiterates equals 20 000 points!. The nonsyn-
chronized regime (x1Þx2) is preserved up to infinite«. Fig-
ure 3~b! shows a projection of a typical non-synchroniz
chaotic trajectory on the plane (x1 ,x2) for a large«.

System~5.1! has an axial symmetry, as does the origin
Lorenz system. This means that system~5.1! is invariant
under the involution (x,y,z)→(2x,2y,z). This fact allows
the system to havein-phase–antiphasesynchronized oscilla-
tions. Being in good accordance with the theory, numeri

FIG. 2. The curvesx25L(x1) ~solid line! and x15L(x2)
~dashed line!, like the curves of Fig. 1 but for the concrete syste
~5.1!. The intersections give thex coordinates of the equilibria for
system~5.1!. Equilibria E1 and E2 exist for any coupling, and lie
outside the diagonalx15x2 .
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analysis shows that for some interval of« ~from small« up
to «'1.25), in-phase–antiphase synchronization is ind
observed in the system.

Corresponding to these solutions, the manifoldA5$x1
52x2 ,y152y2 ,z15z2% exists, and attracts all trajectorie
except the stable manifolds of the saddlesE1 andE2 . After
«'1.25 this in-phase–antiphase mode loses its stability,
only chaotic behavior exists. Figure 4 illustrates this proce
A bifurcation diagram for the dependence ofx11x2 on « is
presented in Fig. 4~a!. The line (x11x250) corresponds to
antiphase synchronizedx1 andx2 for «<1.25. A bifurcation
diagram@(z12z2),«# is shown in Fig. 4~b!. The coordinates
z1 andz2 are in-phase synchronized up to the same value
«. Thus the subsystems of Eqs.~5.1! are in-phase–antiphas
synchronized.

FIG. 3. Two Lorenz-like systems.~a! Bifurcation diagram for
the dependence of the differencex12x2 on the coupling«. The
difference betweenx1 andx2 of the subsystems is plotted vertical
~500 points! for each fixed« for fixed initial conditions (x1Þx2) at
each step of« ~20 000 preiterates!. The other parameters ares
510, r528, c50.2, h520, andb51.6. ~b! Projection of the cha-
otic attractor on the plane (x1 ,x2) for «5110.
d

d
s.

of

In this paper we do not discuss details of how the imp
sibility of full global synchronization depends on the pla
and type of coupling. We only note that the displacemen
the same coupling term of system~5.1! to the second equa
tions of the subsystems eliminates the singularity in the fu
tion ~4.1!, and full global synchronization arises.

B. Three coupled Lorenz-like systems

Now we consider three diffusively coupled oscillators

ẋi52s~xi2yi !1«~xi 1122xi1xi 21!,

ẏi5rxi2~cxi
22h!yi2xizi , ~5.4!

żi52bzi1xiyi , i 51,2,3,

with zero-flux BC’sx05x1 andx45x3 .

FIG. 4. In-phase–antiphase synchronization.~a! Bifurcation dia-
gram for the dependence ofx11x2 on «. The line (x11x250)
corresponds to antiphase synchronizedx1 and x2 for «<1.25. ~b!
Bifurcation diagram@(z12z2),«#. The coordinatesz1 and z2 are
in-phase synchronized up to«51.25.
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According to theorem 6, the individual subsystems
Eqs. ~5.4! cannot be globally synchronized~the invariant
manifold M3,1 is not globally stable because of the existen
of the equilibria outside the diagonal!. The unstable diagona
M3,1 with the equilibria E1 and E2 lies in the manifold
M3,25$x15x3 ,y15y3 ,z15z3% which can be stable. In ou
caseM3,2 is indeed stable, so that partial synchronizati
takes place.

A projection of the stable manifoldM3,2 onto the space
(x1 ,x2 ,x3) is shown in Fig. 5.M3,2 attracts all trajectories o
system~5.4!. Corresponding to the absence of full glob
synchronization, a chaotic attractor lies inM3,2 together with
two saddle fociE1 andE2 .

Figure 6~a! shows a one-dimensional bifurcation diagra
for x12x2 with respect to changing«. There is no synchro-
nization between the variables of the first and the sec
oscillators of Eqs.~5.4! for any «.

It is illustrated in Fig. 6~b! that partial synchronization
occurs in system~5.4!. For «'19 the manifoldM3,2 be-
comes stable, and the first and third oscillators start to
came globally synchronized.

We emphasize that for the two and three coupled Lore
like systems, unstable manifolds of the equilibriaE1,2 are
attracted by a complicated attractor lying outside the dia
nal. Hence in such cases the existence of these equil
with this arrangement of their unstable manifolds may se
as a criterion of desynchronization.

VI. EXAMPLE B

A. Two coupled Rössler systems

We now consider two diffusively coupled Ro¨ssler sys-
tems

ẋ152~y11z1!1«~x22x1!,

ẏ15x11ay1 ,
~6.1!

ż15b1~x12c!z1 ;

ẋ252~y21z2!1«~x12x2!,

FIG. 5. Globally stable manifoldM3,2 in the space (x1 ,x2 ,x3).
We show the chaotic trajectory of Eq.~5.4!, and the two saddle foc
E1 and E2 that lie in it. «530, and the other parameters are t
same as in Fig. 3.
f

e

l

d

e-

z-

-
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e

ẏ25x21ay2 ,

ż25b1~x22c!z2 .

As in example A, the functionsL(x1) and L(x2) have a
singularity at the pointsx1,25c, and therefore two equilib-
rium points E1 and E2 exist out of the diagonal and ar
preserved for any«.

A bifurcation diagram for the dependence ofx12x2 on
the coupling parameter« is shown in Fig. 7~a!. For «
'0.16 the diagonalM2,1 becomes locally stable and attrac
all trajectories, except the stable manifolds of the two sad
foci E1 and E2 . Under further increase of« this synchro-
nized regime is preserved up to«'1.9, but for«.1.9 the
diagonal loses its local stability and an unsynchronized
gime appears.

FIG. 6. Three Lorenz-like systems.~a! Bifurcation diagram for
the dependence ofx12x2 on changing«. There is no synchroniza
tion regime for any«. ~b! Bifurcation diagram forx12x3 on chang-
ing «. For «'19, partial synchronization appears, and is preser
for infinite «.
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As in the above mentioned figures, the difference betw
corresponding variables (x1 andx2 , for example! of the sub-
systems is plotted vertically for each fixed value of« for
fixed initial conditions (x1Þx2) at each step of«. Figure
7~b! presents a projection of a nonsynchronized chaotic
jectory of Eq.~6.1! on the plane (x1 ,x2) for parametersa
50.2, b50.2, c55.7, and«52.2.

B. Three coupled Rössler systems

Now we consider three diffusively coupled Ro¨ssler sys-
tems

ẋi52~yi1zi !1«~xi 1122xi1xi 21!,

ẏi5xi1ayi , ~6.2!

FIG. 7. Two Rössler systems.~a! Bifurcation diagram for the
dependence ofx12x2 on «. ~b! Projection of the nonsynchronize
trajectory on the planex1 ,x2 . Saddle foci with one-dimensiona
unstable manifolds,E1 andE2 are symmetrical with respect to th
diagonal.
n

-

żi5b1~xi2c!zi , i 51,2,3,

with zero-flux BC’sx05x1 andx45x3 .
Similarly to example A, and in accordance with theore

6, the individual subsystems of Eqs.~6.2! cannot be globally
synchronized.

As in the case of the two coupled Ro¨ssler systems, with
increasing« the diagonalM3,1 becomes locally stable~for
«'0.2), and attracts all trajectories besides the stable m
folds of the two saddle fociE1 andE2 . Becoming stable, the
invariant manifoldM3,2 contains the diagonalM3,1 and the
equilibria. All trajectories of system~6.2! in a neighborhood
of M3,1 in M3,2 reach the diagonalM3,1. M3,1 remains stable
up to «'1.38. For«.1.38 it loses its stability@as shown in
Fig. 8~a!#, but M3,2 remains stable@see Fig. 8~b!#, and in this
case we have the phenomenon of partial synchronizat
Figure 9 shows the stable invariant manifoldM3,25$x1

FIG. 8. Three Ro¨ssler systems.~a! Bifurcation diagram for the
dependence ofx12x2 on «. ~b! Bifurcation diagram for the depen
dence ofx12x3 on changing«. For «.1.38, partial synchroniza-
tion occurs. The other parameters area50.2, b50.2, andc54.7.
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5x3 ,y15y3 ,z15z3% which attracts all trajectories of th
system~6.2!. This invariant manifold corresponds to the sy
chronization between the first and third oscillators. Lying
it, a chaotic attractor defines the nonsynchronized reg
between the variables of the first~the third! and second ele
ments.

C. Seven coupled Ro¨ssler systems

Now we consider the case of a prime numberN of diffu-
sively x-coupled Ro¨ssler systems and zero-flux BC’s. F
definiteness we choseN57.

Due to theorem 1 and to the embedding equation~2.7!, we
have the same phenomenon as for the three coupled sys
Numerical simulation shows that with increasing couplin
the full local synchronization regimes loses its stability d
to desynchronization bifurcations. Containing the unsta
diagonal and remaining globally stable~for some range of
coupling parameter«!, the invariant manifoldM7,45$U1
5U7 ,U25U6 ,U35U5% determines the partial synchroniz
tion of dimension 4.

Figure 10 presents the established cluster synchroniza
regime in the chain. This spatiotemporal pattern, with c
otic time dependent amplitudes of the individual oscillato
defines four clusters and synchronization in three pairs
elements. The middle~fourth! element is nonsynchronized
and defines a separate cluster.

VII. GENERALIZATION

Let us conclude the present investigation by mention
that our results admit the following generalizations.

~1! Theorems 1–3 and all embeddings@Eqs.~2.7!–~2.12!#
are valid for system~1.1!, where the time derivative stand
for any linear differential or difference operatorD. In par-
ticular, whendui /dt denotes the difference (Ū i2Ui), where
Ū i is the next iterate ofUi , system~1.1! becomes an array o
locally coupled maps.

~2! Theorems 1–3 and the embeddings are valid for
system

FIG. 9. ~a! Projection of a chaotic trajectory into the stab
invariant manifoldM3,2 @M3,1 lost its stability with increasing cou
pling («51.4)#.
e

ms.
,

le

on
-
,
f

g

e

DUi5G~Ui !1C~Ui 21 ,Ui ,Ui 11!, i 51,2, . . . ,N
~7.1!

with zero-flux BC’s, whereU, G, andC arem vectors, and
the arbitrary functionC(U,V,W) satisfies the conditions o
symmetry

C~U,U,U !50, C~U,V,W!5C~W,V,U !. ~7.2!

For example, functionC may be written both in the form o
a linear coupling~vector diffusive coupling@10#!

C5S~Ui 2122Ui1Ui 11!, ~7.3!

and in the form of a nonlinear Kaneko-type coupling@19#

C5S„G~Ui 21!22G~Ui !1G~Ui 11!…, ~7.4!

where them3m matrix S picks out the combinations o
coupled vector coordinates.

~3! The symmetries of synchronized oscillations are a
valid for the cases of plane and volume lattices of diffusive
coupled continuous~or discrete! time dynamical systems
That is, in the case of a two-dimensional lattice, horizon
and vertical lines of the lattice play the roles of separ
oscillators forming the clusters defined by theorems 1–3
the case of a three-dimensional lattice, the separate osc
tors involved in the cluster synchronization regime are int
duced by two-dimensional lattices in three volume dire
tions. Obviously, all the above mentioned cases of coup
systems are subjects for future study.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have discovered the family of embedded invaria
manifolds of an array of diffusively coupled identical dy
namical systems, and discussed the question of global st

FIG. 10. Established cluster synchronization in the chain
seven diffusively coupled Ro¨ssler systems. Oscillators of the arra
are synchronized in pairs symmetrically around the middle~fourth!
element, which remains nonsynchronized and defines one sep
cluster. The parameters area50.2, b50.2, c55.7, and«51.16.
Different shades of gray represent different ranges of amplitude
xi(t).
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ity of synchronization manifolds. Obviously these embedd
manifolds come fromthe symmetryof both coupling and
boundary conditions, independently of the dynamics of
individual element. In phase space they make up a ‘‘sk
eton’’ defining a strict set of possible modes of cluster s
chronization. Realization of these modes depends on the
tor field of the single system, on whether the concrete for
of both systems in a manifold are self-similar or not, and
the corresponding variational stability equation.

The most interesting feature of the embeddings is the
sential dependence on the number of oscillatorsN. For N
5pk, wherep is a prime number~2,3,5, . . . !, the straight
self-similar embedding with the ordering of dimensionspk

→pk21→¯→p, as well as asymmetrical terminal encl
surep→(p11)/2→1, allow us to make the main conclusio
related to the cluster manifolds embeddings:system (1.1)
with zero-flux boundary conditions and prime numbers
elements plays the role of the basic unit in cluster synch
nization. We emphasize that ifp is a cofactor ofN, then
system~1.1!, with N oscillators, may be considered as a se
similar extension of itself withp elements.

We remark that the problem of manifold stability is int
mately related to the problem of synchronization persiste
under a parameter mismatch between the oscillators@2,11–
13#. That is, if a manifoldMN,d is strongly asymptotically
stable~all Lyapunov exponents are bounded away to the
from zero! then this manifold is preserved under a sm
perturbation of system~1.1!, and then the perturbed quasilin
ear manifoldM̃N,d @such that the distance (M̃N,d ,MN,d) is
small# defines the persistence of the cluster synchroniza
regime of coupled oscillators in the presence of a small
rameter mismatch.

Finally we present some comments on the problem of
relation between equilibria and invariant manifolds. In o
extreme case when system~1.1! is gradientlike, it has no
bifurcations besides saddle-node bifurcations of equilib
Hence for this system the bifurcation of global stability on
of each invariant manifold coincides with the bifurcation
some equilibria.

Conversely, in another extreme case a globally sta
manifoldMN,d may lose its local Lyapunov stability via bub
.

a,

tt

F

d

e
l-
-
c-
s

n

s-

f
-

-

e

ft
l

n
-

e

.
t

le

bling @32#, when a transversal Lyapunov exponent of a ch
otic trajectory lying in the manifoldMN,d becomes positive.
Then the global stability onset of this manifold may be f
from the bifurcational set of equilibria. In general, we co
jecture that the solution of the problem of the relation b
tween equilibria bifurcations and conditions of global stab
ity of invariant manifolds lies between these extremes.

Another peculiarity appears when system~1.1! is consid-
ered as a discrete simplified model of spatially extend
reaction-diffusion system defined by partial different
equations

]x

]t
5P~x,y!1

]2x

]s2 ,
]y

]t
5Q~x,y!,

~8.1!
]U

]sU
s50

50,
]U

]sU
s5a

50

on the interval@0, a# of spatial variables. The mode of full
synchronization of the extended system~8.1! becomes a ho-
mogeneous solution, and equilibria of system~1.1!, being the
trajectories of Eq. ~3.9!, become the solutions of th
boundary-value problem for Eqs.~8.1! at ]U/]t[0.

The mode of partial synchronization defined by a sy
metrical manifold of Eq.~1.1! in the case of the system~8.1!
is related to similar symmetrical solutions satisfying con
tions x(s,t)5x(a2s,t). The important case, where syste
~1.1! is self-similar, has an analog for the system~8.1! as
symmetrical solutions at intervals of some wavelength. F
example, forN52k these lengths area/2j , j 51,2, . . . ,k.
Note that the problem of stability of such solutions of Eq
~8.1! is harder than for system~1.1!.
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